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Turning Downlights on their Heads: 
A Semi-Revolutionary Concept for Recessed Lighting



About 80 years of recessed 
downlights…



… more of the same …



…to really cool and creative stuff…





… things that should get people fired!



How do we move from More of the same to 
Beyond Cool and Creative ?

How about Cool and Creative… and we solve 
Glare?



Glare is usually categorized in 2 groups:
• Disability Glare – ‘Headlamps – oncoming traffic’
• Discomfort Glare – ‘A sensation of annoyance or pain caused by 

high luminances in the field of view’
• Luminance of the glare source
• Position of the source in the field of view
• Luminance of the background
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𝜔= Solid angle of a luminaire subtended to the observer

𝑃= Position index of the luminaire

*Formula is limited to situations where:
Solid angle of the source is .0003 <= 𝜔,=0.1 steradian
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Example 3m CH - Observer at 9m - a 2x4 subtends a solid 
angle of .003 steradians
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Decrease contrast between luminaire 
and adjacent area

Remove luminance from offending 
angles

Balance the up-light and down-light 
components

Introduce Advanced Optical Control



LEDs

partially transmissive reflector

in-coupling

TIR (total internal reflection) mixing 

extractor

Light is well mixed

Optical Efficiency > 90%

Balance the up-light and down-light components

Remove Luminance from Offending angles

Decrease Contrast

Light is distributed optimally in the space



A portion of the light is directed towards 
the ceiling, then reflected to provide 
diffuse ambient light

Optimal balance of light is transmitted 
downwards to work surface

The glare zone is avoided.
No light is transmitted in this zone



Turning Downlights on their Heads

A portion of the light is directed 
towards the ceiling, then reflected 
to provide diffuse ambient light

Optimal balance of light is 
transmitted downwards to work 
surface

The glare zone is avoided.
No light is transmitted in this 
zone

… Evolution



Turning Downlights on their Heads

… Evolution

Click on image above to play video
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The LEDs and waveguide can be identical
between applications – only the extractor
needs to change in order to create a whole
new light distribution.



9” offset from wall
This means there is no glare, as the 
casual observer will never be standing 
close enough to experience any 
discomfort from the light source

25mm Aperture
The light source can virtually disappear 
into the architecture while still delivering 
powerful and beautifully distributed light

120mm height, 75mm width
The luminaire takes up a fraction of the 
space compared to conventional LED wall 
washers, and can be chained into infinite 
runs

With a better than 3-to-1 uniformity 
even when set just 200mm away from 
the wall

Perfectly diffuse, no harsh shadows
Even suspended just 10mm to 4mm away 
from the wall, the leaves are virtually 
shadow-less

Powerful to the end
Even the lowest leaves are beautifully and 
brilliantly illuminated, with no shift in color



Standard SSL Wall 
Washer

Edge-X Wall Washer
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Down to 3mm thickness

With smaller LEDs, it can get even smaller

Capable of 2 to 3 klm/ft

Significant cost savings in manufacturing

A new generation of micro-luminaires

A fully controllable fixture, delivering 800 lm, 
with advanced optics in a package that is 
100mm x 20mm x 35 mm
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